
Press release 
Hiventy presents its new content management platform 

 

Hiventy, a leading service provider for the audiovisual industry, is launching its innovative content 
management platform for the 70th Cannes Film Festival.

Developed by Hiventy’s R&D department, BeHive platform offers three main features to content owners: 
browse their media, share their materials and manage their storage.
The creation of an ever-evolving, secure and intuitive web interface has now become a necessity for all 
professionals. By creating this new offer, Hiventy addresses the needs of both producers and distributors who 
seek to enhance their library of program and give them a new momentum.

Thierry Schindelé, CEO of the Hiventy group, addressed the matter in the following terms :
“Thanks to BeHive, our clients will be able, at the click of a mouse, to access their programs among the thousands 
of references present in the interface. They’ll be able to manage and share content much more easily and optimize 
storage. We’re convinced that BeHive will soon become an essential tool for all our clients”.

This interface completes Hiventy’s offer of top-of-the-range services which covers a wide range of high end 
services including photochemical services, image and sound postproduction, subtitling and dubbing, classic 
film restoration, distribution in all existing formats and storage.
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About Hiventy
Hiventy is the new name of the Monal group, bringing together Monal (formerly CMC and LVT), RGB, Digimage, Mediadub  and 
Sylicone. The group works on over 400 feature films every year (these include 26 Golden Palms, 15 Golden Bears and 15 Golden Lions) 
and works regularly for Netflix and iTunes. The group has international subsidiaries in Warsaw, Ho Chi Minh City and Singapore. The 
group had a turnover of 32 million euro in 2016 and currently has a staff of 245 people.
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